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ABSTRACT
As cloud computing represents a new computing model, there
is a great deal of uncertainty about how security at all levels
can be achieved. Data security becomes more important when
using cloud computing at all ―levels‖ is addressed.

Third-Party Control- Cloud Service provider is managing the
user data. Third party access may lead to leakage of sensitive
information and trade secrets.
Create

Users are allowed to store large amount of data on cloud
storage. The various security issues related to data security,
privacy, confidentiality, integrity and authentication needs to
be addressed. Most of the cloud service providers store the
data in plaintext format and user need to use their own
encryption algorithms to secure their data if required. The data
needs to be decrypted whenever it is to be processed. This
paper focuses on storing data on the cloud in the encrypted
format using fully homomorphic encryption and proposes an
extension to partial homomorphic scheme. It results in low
size cipher text and choice is taken from the user. Intelligence
has beenproposed to this scheme by the selecting
automatically any of the algorithms – partial, fully or small
cipher text size depending on the data or application.

Keywords
Data security; Cloud computing; Fully Homomorphic
encryption; Public Cloud; Cipher text.

Destroy





Availability –availability of data is an important security
issue. Whenever it is required it must made available to
user. Also user must have control over its data.
Availability issue needs to attend, when service is
required from another cloud service provider. There are
presently three major threats to availability. The first
threat is network based attack [2]. The second threat is
cloud service providers availability and third backup of
stored data by cloud service provider. There is need to
provide effective and efficient techniques for access
control, authentication and authorization of significant
data.
Data remanence - It is an issue when data gets exposed
after deletion to the unauthorized party. A data security
lifecycle [8] refers to the entire process from data
creation to disposalis shown in Fig. 1. Care must be
taken when the data needs to be removed.
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Fig. 1 Data Life Cycle


Legal Issues and Privacy- User is unaware about
where datais stored in cloud. In each country cyber
laws are different. There is great concern about
legality, confidentiality of data. User is also
concerned about its data privacy. Major privacy
issues related to cloud computing are sighted in [9]
by Pearson.



DataLineage–In cloud computing the data in cloud
is moving from one location to other. Following the
path of data is known as data lineage [2], and it is
important for an auditor’s assurance.



Data provenance – Provenance means not only that
the data has integrity, but also that is
computationally accurate that data was accurately
calculated.

1. INTRODUCTION
Security is major concern to the cloud computing. There is
strong thrust to provide security at infrastructure - network
level, Host level, application level to the data. The data is
associated with each level like network, host and Application
level. In this paper security of cloud data at rest is focused.
Cloud computing uses several technologies. The security
issues related to different type attacks related to several
technologies needs to be addressed. Some security issues
discussed in [6][7] regarding cloud computing are -

Transfer

Generally when data is encrypted it is not easily understood
by unauthorized people and to get plain text back decryption
is used. For any kind of computation one needs to perform the
decryption first. Encryption solves major issues. But the
power of cloud can be exploited if user is able to carry out
computation on encrypted data.
Homomorphic Encryption technique enables computing with
encrypted data. It means, one is able to perform the operations
on this data without converting into the plaintext. Data is in
encrypted state in its most of the stages on the
cloud.Homomorphic Encryption (HE) technique allows user
to perform multiple types of operations on encrypted data.
Only one kind of operation is allowed in a partially
homomorphic encryption technique [3]. Fig. 2 shows the
proposed system.
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3. FULLY HOMOMORPHIC
ENCRYPTION SCHEME

Perform Functions
on Encrypted data

Algorithm

Encrypted
Data

1.

Choose J (64bit), K(16bit) D and F (256-bit) randomly

2.

Choose 4 bit random integer K’ Compute P0 = JD and
P1 = JF + KK’

3.

Accept Number N from user

4.

P2 = [ T1 P1 ] mod P0

5.

Perform Encryption Cipher Text C = [N + T2 P2] mod
P0 (T1 , T2 are a 4-bit random integer)

6.

Decryption N = (C mod J) mod K

Cloud Server

Take users
Choice
 PHE
 Less
Cipher
Text
 FHE

Perform
Decryption

The above algorithm shows the proposed scheme to perform
fully homomorphic algorithm. This scheme is simplified and
efficient version of [4][19] applied in AWS public cloud for
security of users data. (J, K) represent a secret Key and (P0,
P1) forms a public key. Number N to be encrypted is accepted
as user input.

Plain Text

Plain Text

For Example-

End User

End User

Input is given as J=14883982794894487223, K=43321 and
number to be encrypted N=9

Fig 2 Proposed Scheme
The proposed system takes input from the user in plain text
form. Depending on the user’s choice the plain text is
encrypted by using any of the three algorithms – Partial
Homomorphic Encryption (PHE), Fully Homomorphic
Encryption (FHE), and Low cipher text HE. The
experimentation of Low size cipher text is in process. It is
also proposed the program will not take such choice from the
user about the selection of HE algorithm but it will be
automatically selected by the program depending on level of
confidentiality required to that data. Such an intelligence to
this homomorphic scheme is under experimentation.
The paper is divided in five sections. Section 2 gives brief
outline about various homomorphic encryption algorithms.
Section 3 explains the proposed scheme. The implementation
of FHE is explained in section 4, the paper conclusion and
future work is in section 5.

2. RELATED WORK
The first homomorphism suggested by Rivest, Adleman and
Dertouzos in [10]. Multiplicative homomorphism is given by
RSA [11]. Partial homomorphic encryption scheme is
suggested by Yao [12], Goldwasser and Micali [13], ElGamal
[14] and Paillier [15]. Fontaine & Galand has presented a
survey of homomorphic encryption schemes in [16]. Gentry
from IBM have proposed fully homomorphic encryption in
[5]the thesis and paper [17].
Many researchers proposed the variants of Gentry’s model
with some improvement. Homomorphic encryption on smaller
size cipher text is proposed by [18] Smart and Vercauteren.
The arithmetic operations over integers are proposed by Dijk,
Gentry, Halevi, and Vaikuntanathan [19]. Faster improvement
to Gentry’s model is proposed by Stehle and Steinfield [20].
Y Govinda Ramaiah [4] has proposed ―Efficient Public Key
Homomorphic Encryption over Integer Plaintexts‖

Then D and F are calculated as
D=70677186543966147614195862042065680704217811307
170938823680817972460078770747 and
F=73039047329961611877474622320644292204439326844
747783070676806904287578243639
Consider four bit number K' = 12 then compute
P0=1051958028511940305929320607565533427835574146
64099137669178122750463891978223732486512473766558
1 and
P1=1087111923814632766481581241697004087337750199
67891779423494587651257282914457503860391386704434
9
Perform Encryption and get
C=35153895302692460552260634131470659502176053037
9264175431646490079339093623377137387891293787689.
Decryption is performed and get back plain text N=9
On the similar line we can be able to implement partial
homomorphic encryption. It is also proposed to reduce the
size of cypher text. The algorithm for the same is under
experimentation and validation using mathematical approach
is under consideration. Intelligence to this algorithm is given
by providing automatic selection of choice for homomorphic
encryption as per the data or application need. Such
experimentation is in process. The next section explains about
the implementation of fully homomorphic encryption.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
The user can connect to the AWS DynamoDB service through
the Eclipse IDE for Java EE Developers. This allows the user
to login based on his credentials and then the user can perform
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operations on their data based on requirements. Once user is
done with all the tasks, it can opt to exit the system.
The following are the steps performed for the implementation


Create a DynamoDB instance on AWS



Create Database Tables with proper schema



Get the credentials from AWS and perform access
controls



Install Eclipse Kepler version and Java SDK on it
(Fig. 4)

After the installation of AWS SDK on Eclipse framework the
user is available with all the needed packages.


Follow the steps given in [21]AWS SDK.



Exit Java Code

The Java Code that is built to interact with the DynamoDB. It
runs on this eclipse platform. All the interaction needed that is
Data manipulations such as Addition, Subtraction, or check
balance in the data base is performed using this platform. The
user logs in to the system using the interface provided and
then performs functionalities provided.

4.1 Modules Involved
1.

Client Machine- The requests is made to access the
data from the cloud server through the client
machine.

2.

Login- The login component helps the user to login
to the system without correct username and
password which are validated by the server before
the user gets access to the system.

3.

Key Selection- This component selects the key
based on the user that has logged into the system for
encryption and decryption of data.

4.

Query- Once the user has logged in, he will select
the operation to be performed.

5.

Computations - Based on the operation selected,
computations are performed and passed on to the
encryption component to be stored.

6.

Encrypt and store- This component encrypts the
data given by the user, or the data which has been
computed by the system and thereby stores/ updates
the value in the cloud database.

7.

8.

Retrieve and decrypt- This component retrieves the
data required by the user from the cloud database
and thus presents it to the user on the client
machine.
AWS Cloud (DynamoDB)- This is the cloud
database where all the data is stored and is accessed
by the login module for the verification of details of
the user, by the Key selection component to retrieve
the keys stored in the database, by the encryption
component to store data in encrypted format, by the
decryption component to retrieve the data and
decrypt it and also by computation to perform
operations on the user data as per requirement or the
query fired.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Homomorphic Encryption will bring a new dimension to
cloud storage. It provides confidentiality to the data because at
no stage data is exposed in plain text.The proposed intelligent
homomorphic encryption scheme can be used for various
applications such as online auctioning, medical purposes and
business purposes.
Low cipher text size homomorphic encryption algorithm will
save storage space and it will useful for efficient data
processing. This scheme strengthens the confidentiality goal
of security.
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